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Analytic expressions for Hubbard models with arbitrary structures in programmable
optical lattices

J.P. Hague,1 L. Petit,2 and C. MacCormick1

1School of Physical Sciences, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK
2Science and Technology Facilities Council, Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury WA4 4AD, UK

We investigate the use of programmable optical lattices for quantum simulation of Hubbard
models, determining analytic expressions for the hopping and Hubbard U , finding that they are
suitable for emulating strongly correlated systems with arbitrary structures, including those with
multiple site basis and impurities. Programmable potentials are highly flexible, with the ability
to control the depth and shape of individual sites in the optical lattice dynamically. Quantum
simulators of Hubbard models with (1) arbitrary basis are required to represent many real materials
of contemporary interest, (2) broken translational symmetry are needed to study impurity physics,
and (3) dynamical lattices are needed to investigate strong correlation out of equilibrium. We
derive analytic expressions for Hubbard Hamiltonians in programmable potential systems. We
find experimental parameters for quantum simulation of Hubbard models with arbitrary basis,
concluding that programmable optical lattices are suitable for this purpose. Finally, we demonstrate
how programmable optical lattices can be used for quantum simulation of ionic Hubbard models,
and thus the onset of charge transfer insulating states, in parameter regimes that are currently
inaccessible to experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Programmable potentials are an advanced paradigm
for the formation of optical lattices, with applications in
quantum technologies such as quantum simulation and
quantum computing [1, 2]. Key experimental realizations
of programmable potentials use acousto-optic modulators
(AOMs) [1], and holographic techniques [2–5], to form
programmable quantum simulators with bespoke optical
lattices. Typical programmable potential systems con-
fine cold atoms to a horizontal plane using dynamic op-
tical tweezers. In this way it is possible for the user to
construct arbitrary potentials such as rings from individ-
ual Gaussian spots [1]. Holographic arrays can also be
used as the optical tweezers [2, 3, 5]. Painted potential
systems are highly tunable, and the properties of indi-
vidual lattice sites can be addressed by changing beam
waist and spot depth. Programmable potentials can be
dynamical, break translational symmetry, and have arbi-
trary patterns that represent basis.

Major successes of cold-atom quantum simulators in-
clude the emulation of standard models of strong cor-
relation: the single-band Bose–Hubbard [6] and Fermi–
Hubbard models [7]. Quantum simulators emulate mod-
els using highly controllable systems such as cold atoms
to provide insight into the behavior of complicated con-
densed matter systems. The standard approach is to
form static sinusoidal optical lattices representing sim-
ple crystal structures using counterpropagating beams.
Cold atoms are then loaded into the lattice. This re-
sults in a single-band Hubbard model controlled using
the depth of a sinusoidal potential and scattering length
of a Feshbach resonance [8]. The high level of control over
the Hubbard parameters has allowed the direct observa-
tion of superfluid–insulator and metal–insulator transi-
tions [6, 7]. However, sinusoidal optical lattices are diffi-

cult to generalize for the quantum simulation of Hubbard
models with arbitrary basis, or that break translational
symmetry.

Hubbard models with a complicated basis are required
to represent many real materials of contemporary inter-
est (in the following, we shall use complicated and arbi-
trary interchangably). Most real low-dimensional mate-
rials have a basis containing atoms of different species.
For example, a key element of cuprate superconductors
is CuO2 layers [9]. Graphene and other atomically thick
van der Walls materials have a basis of two (or more)
atoms per unit cell [10]. This means that models (and
thus quantum simulators) of these materials require a
basis of sites that is controllable and extensible. Such
a basis can lead to multiple interacting bands. More-
over, in quantum materials with impurities, translational
symmetry is broken. Quantum simulators of impurities
are impossible to construct using purely sinusoidal opti-
cal lattices - such lattices must be augmented by some
additional optical structure, such as an overlapped but
incommensurate lattice [11], or with an additional laser
speckle pattern [12] (these approaches are reviewed in
[13]). Impurities are of interest because they can lead to
radically different behavior such as the Kondo effect [14].
There is also interest in non-equilibrium phenomena such
as quenches, periodic driving, the dynamics of quantum
phase transitions, and transport [15]. Implementations
of quantum simulators for such systems would be of high
interest for both the quantum simulation and condensed
matter communities.

Our aim is to determine how complicated Hubbard
models can be emulated using cold atoms in pro-
grammable potentials. Programmable potentials have
suitable properties for investigation of arbitrary Hubbard
models, namely high control over spatial properties of
the potential to introduce arbitrary basis, the ability to
break translational symmetry, and dynamical potentials
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to push systems out of equilibrium. The Hubbard model
is a standard model of condensed matter [16], written in
its generalized extended form as [17],

Ĥ =
∑
nσ

Enc
†
nσcnσ −

∑
nmσ

tnmc
†
nσcmσ

+
∑
n

Unnnn↑nn↓ +
∑
nm

Unmnnnm (1)

where n and m are indices to lattice sites, c†kσ (ckσ) are
creation (annihilation) operators for an electron at site
n with spin σ, nn = nn↑ + nn↓ and nnσ = c†nσcnσ the
corresponding number operator. Each site can have its
own energy, En, and Coulomb repulsion, Unn. Interac-
tion between sites is denoted Unm. We note that the
hopping parameter, t, is often denoted J in the quantum
simulator literature. We allow for the possibility that
sites are not equivalent. In such cases the Hamiltonian
can represent impurity problems or has a basis leading
to multiple bands.

There are several non-square lattices that can be imple-
mented using standard systems on counter-propagating
beams. For example honeycomb lattices [18], triangular
lattices [19], Kagome lattices [20], double-well [21] and
periodically driven (Floquet engineered) optical lattices
[22]. Each of these lattices must be set up individually
with painstaking experimental effort. These are typically
lattices with a single type of site, and do not generally re-
flect the complicated basis of atoms found in many low di-
mensional materials (for example many low dimensional
van der Waals materials related to graphene have mul-
tiple atoms of different types per lattice site). Although
more challenging to set up, programmable systems using
optical tweezers can be switched from one lattice type to
another instantaneously, and there can be very complex
arrangements of sites with different types, more closely
relating to the situation in real low-dimensional mate-
rials [1]. There are also classic problems in condensed
matter physics, such as the Kondo problem [23], where
translational symmetry is broken leading to qualitatively
different behavior, which would be very challenging to
emulate using systems of counter-propagating beams.

To our knowledge, no analytic calculations of hopping,
t, and Hubbard U have been made specifically for pro-
grammable optical lattice systems. Such lattices consist
of separate and independently controllable finite Gaus-
sian wells (a form that emulates the nuclear potentials in
condensed matter systems where each atom can have its
own atomic number). Lattices in programmable quan-
tum simulators tend to have large inter-site spacing, po-
tentially leading to quantum simulation with lower en-
ergy scales, so it is of value to establish if this places lim-
its on quantum simulation of strong correlation problems.
Existing analytic estimates for the hopping t and Hub-
bard U of cold-atom quantum simulators typically re-
late to cold atoms moving in sinusoidal potentials [8, 24].
We note that Wall et al. have carried out numerical
calculations for systems of optical tweezers, providing a

semi-analytic expression by fitting to the hopping for the
specific case of two identical sites [25].

Our goal in this paper is to derive analytic estimates
of the parameters of arbitrary Hubbard models with ba-
sis and translational symmetry breaking that are valid
for programmable optical lattices and use these to iden-
tify how such models can be implemented as quantum
simulators. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II we state the form of the optical lattice potential. In
Sec. III, approximations for the Hubbard model result-
ing from painted potentials are derived for the case where
wells are deep. We discuss the relevance to experimental
implementations in Sec. IV. Application to ionic Hub-
bard models is discussed in Sec. V. Finally we discuss
applications in Sec. VI. To assist with the extensive no-
tation in this article, we summarize the meaning of all
symbols within a table in the Appendix.

II. PROGRAMMABLE POTENTIALS

Programmable potentials, formed using either acousto-
optic modulators [1] or holographic systems [2–5] allow
a high level of control over the form of optical lattices.
Cold atoms irradiated with far-detuned light of intensity
I(r) experience a potential,

Vdip(r) =
3πc2

2ω3
0

Γ

δ
I(r) =

3πλ30
2c

Γ

δ
I(r). (2)

The detuning parameter, δ = ωLas−ω0, represents the
detuning of a laser with frequency ωLas from the transi-
tion frequency ω0, and is important for determining if the
potential in Eqn. 2 is attractive (atoms are drawn to re-
gions of higher laser intensity) or repulsive (atoms avoid
regions of high laser intensity). We assume red detun-
ing throughout, where the wavelength of the laser beam
λLas > λ0, such that δ = ωLas − ω0 < 0 and Eqn. (2)
represents an attractive potential, λ0 is the correspond-
ing transition wavelength, c the speed of light, and Γ is
lifetime of the transition [26].

At the core of a typical programmable optical lattice is
a flat optical pancake that confines cold atoms to a quasi-
two-dimensional region of space. The optical pancake is
formed by focusing a beam to make a disc of thickness
∼ 10µm and radius ∼ 0.5 mm. Within the region we
shall be interested in, the properties of the pancake are
constant. The purpose of the optical pancake is to en-
sure that atoms are confined within a two-dimensional
plane so that they can be trapped reliably by deeper po-
tentials provided by the optical tweezers. Without the
pancake the atoms sag due to the force of gravity. Be-
yond this practical consideration, the pancake does not
strongly affect the properties of the quantum simulator.
We note that recently, three-dimensional atomic arrays
have been created in the absence of an optical pancake
[5], however there was no tunneling between lattice sites
and so a supporting optical trap was not required, so a
3D equivalent to the pancake would still be required.
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We use a Gaussian approximation for the shape of the
optical pancake towards its center,

Vpan(z) = −V0,p exp(−2z2/w2
p) (3)

where V0,p is the magnitude of the pancake potential at
z = 0, wp is the waist of the optical pancake. The pan-
cake varies slowly towards its center, but has spatial de-
pendence towards its edge. Later in this paper, we will
identify conditions for neglecting the pancake potential.

The optical pancake is punctured by Gaussian beams
that are applied roughly perpendicular to the pancake to
form lattice sites. We refer to these sites as spots. The
spot potential is formed from a Gaussian beam, which
has the form,

Vspot(r
‖, z) = − V0,s

[w̄(z)]2
exp

(
− 2|r‖|2

w2
0[w̄(z)]2

)
(4)

where w0 is the waist of the Gaussian beam at z = 0, and
w̄(z) =

√
1 + (z/zR)2 (see e.g. [8]). The parameter V0,s

can be determined by comparing Eqn. 2, to the intensity
of a Gaussian beam propagating along the z-direction,

I(r‖, z) =
2PN

π[w0w̄(z)]2
exp

(
− 2|r‖|2

[w0w̄(z)]2

)
, (5)

leading to,

V0,s =
3πλ30

2c

Γ

δ

2PN
πw2

0

, (6)

where PN = P/N is the power of the beam, P , dis-
tributed between N lattice sites; zR = πw2

0/λLas is the
Rayleigh length. Spots are painted towards the center of
the pancake, so that on the lengthscale between spots,
the pancake potential varies slowly.

The total potential experienced by cold atoms in the
quantum simulator has the form,

V (r‖, z) = Vpan(z) +
∑
m

Vspot,m(r‖, z) (7)

where we have used the shorthand Vspot,m(r‖, z) =
Vspot(r

‖−R‖
m, z) for a spot centered about position R‖

m

with depth Vm and waist wm. The potential is highly
anisotropic. Since the system is anisotropic, we denote
vectors within the pancake with ‖. So r‖ is a vector that
lies within the plane of the optical pancake, R‖

i is a two-
dimensional vector to the centers of the Gaussian wells,
and the z-axis is perpendicular to the pancake.

The form of this potential in the xz-plane is summa-
rized in Fig. 1, and its form along the x-axis in Fig. 2.
In these figures, the spots are laid out on a regular lattice
with intersite spacing, a. In Fig. 1(a), the optical pan-
cake has been made unusually deep and narrow and can
be seen as a bar across the image. Spots with very high
potential can be seen close to the axis in Fig. 1(b). Well
spaced spots act as individual Gaussians in Fig. 2(a) and
(b). As the spot waist becomes wider, the Gaussian spots

overlap, and for w0/a & 0.45 form a shallower sinusoidal
potential that becomes flat when the distance between
the spots is on the order of the waist (Fig. 2(c) and (d)).

The potentials painted in such a setup are a distinct
paradigm to optical lattices formed with counterpropa-
gating beams. Lattices formed with counterpropagating
beams have a sinusoidal form, with a uniform lattice with
a simple basis. With painted potentials, spots have a
Gaussian form, and each spot can be manipulated sep-
arately to the others, so translational symmetry can be
broken, or a basis can be painted into the optical pan-
cake.

III. HAMILTONIAN

In this section, we derive the strong-correlation Hamil-
tonian associated with painted potentials of the form in
Eqn. 7. Since the argument of the exponential of the spot
potentials depends on both r‖ and z, the Schrödinger
equation is not separable, and we cannot make use of the
mapping from a three-dimensional to a one-dimensional
Schrödinger equation, such as the mapping to the one-
dimensional Mathieu equation that is used to calculate
t and U for sinusoidal potentials [8]. We note that in
the limit that the spots making up painted potentials
are close together the potential becomes approximately
sinusoidal [27], however this is not generally true.

A. Second quantization

To allow for the possibility of complicated painted po-
tentials including sites with different depths and lattices
without translational symmetry, we use second quantized
notation. This automatically accounts for the different
particle densities on different sites and can be written
down in real space so that systems without translational
symmetry can be studied.

The second quantized interacting Hamiltonian has the
form,

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint (8)

where Ĥ0 is the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian
and Ĥint the interacting part.

The non-interacting Hamiltonian can be written as,

Ĥ0 =

∫
d3r

∑
σ

Ψ†σ(r)

[
− ~2

2M
∇2 + V (r)

]
Ψσ(r) (9)

where Ψ†σ(r) =
∑

n Φn(r)c†n,σ is the appropriate field
operator, and we build the field from a basis of site-
local wavefunctions (Wannier functions). The potential
V (r) ≡ V (r‖, z) is defined in Eqn. 7. We note that
the Φn are not required to be periodically placed, nor
does each site have to be equivalent. Each Φn is cen-
tered about Rn. In the following, we use the notation
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Φn(r‖, z) = Φ(r‖ − R‖
n, z), where the subscript n also

indicates that the Φ correspond to the specific values of
w0 and V0,s at site n.

The interacting part of the Hamiltonian has the form,

Ĥint =

∫∫
d3rd3r′

∑
σ,σ′

gσ,σ′

2
Ψ†σ(r)Ψ†σ′(r

′)

× δ(r − r′)Ψ(r)σΨ(r′)σ′ (10)

=

∫
d3r

∑
σ,σ′

gσ,σ′

2
Ψ†σ(r)Ψ†σ′(r)Ψσ(r)Ψσ′(r) (11)

We consider the non-interacting and interacting parts of
the Hamiltonian in turn to calculate Hubbard parame-
ters.

We examine the non-interacting Hamiltonian, Eqn. 9,
first. Expanding this equation, we find that,

Ĥ0 =
∑

n,m,σ

c†n,σcm,σ〈Φn(r)| − ~2

2M
∇2 + V (r)|Φm(r)〉

(12)
Thus, we obtain the following non-interacting Hamilto-
nian,

Ĥ0 =
∑
n

Enc
†
n,σcn,σ +

∑
n 6=m

tnmc
†
n,σcm,σ. (13)

with

tnm = 〈Φn| −
~2

2M
∇2 + V (r)|Φm〉. (14)

and the local potential offset associated with individual
lattice sites,

En = 〈Φn| −
~2

2M
∇2 + V (r)|Φn〉. (15)

Expansion of the field operators in Eqn. 11 shows that
the interacting part of the many-body Hamiltonian (Eqn.
11) contains terms of the form,

Ĥint =
∑

nmklσσ′

c†σnc
†
σ′mcσkcσ′lUnmkl (16)

where

Unmklσσ′ =
gσ,σ′

2

∫
d3rΦn(r)Φm(r)Φl(r)Φk(r) (17)

B. Cold atoms in deep wells

We proceed to find forms for Φ associated with the
Gaussian spot potentials. To calculate Φ we require so-
lutions to the Schrödinger equation for a single spot po-
tential (Eqn. 4). It is not straightforward to obtain ex-
act analytic expressions for this function. However, it is
possible to obtain good analytic approximations to the
wavefunction for a single spot, if the spot is very deep.
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) Superposition of spot and pancake
potentials. The dark-gray (magenta) bar across the plot is
the pancake, which also extends into the y-direction. The
light-gray (yellow) peaks are the spot potential. (b) As (a),
plotted without the pancake potential.

When the potentials are deep, atoms are expected to
be highly localized. We expand Eqn. 7 (the potential
for both spots and the pancake) in r‖ and z close to the
center of a spot, giving,

V (r‖, z) ≈ VHO(r‖, z) = − (V0,p + V0,s) +
2V0,s
w2

0

|r‖|2

+

(
V0,s
z2R

+
2V0,p
w2

p

)
z2. (18)

This potential has the form of a harmonic oscil-
lator (HO). Comparison with VHO(r‖, z) = VHO,0 +
Mω2

xy|r‖|2/2 +Mω2
zz

2/2 leads to angular frequencies for
the oscillator of,

ωxy = 2

√
V0,s
Mw2

0

, (19)

ωz =

√
2V0,s
Mz2R

+
4V0,p
Mw2

p

. (20)
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FIG. 2. Effect of increasing beam waist on a periodic array
of painted potentials. For small waist, spots have the form of
an array of independent Gaussians. As the waist increases,
they overlap to form sinusoids.

where M is the atom mass and VHO,0 = −(V0,s + V0,p).
Thus in the limit that the Gaussian spot potentials and
pancake are deep, the ground-state-spot orbital may be
approximated with that of a harmonic oscillator,

Φ ≈ ΦHO(r‖, z) =
M3/4ω

1/2
xy ω

1/4
z

π3/4~3/4
e−

M
2~ (ωxy|r‖|2+ωzz

2)

(21)
(see e.g. [28]). We will use these wavefunctions as ap-
proximations to the Wannier functions to calculate the
hopping integral and Hubbard U . As before, we use the
notation ΦHO,m(r‖, z) = ΦHO(r‖ − R‖

m, z), where the
subscript m also indicates that the angular frequencies
correspond to the spot potential at site m. We note that
similar approximations have been used to calculate Hub-
bard parameters for sinusoidal lattices [8, 24].

The pancake potential does not contribute to the an-
gular frequencies if V0,p/w

2
p � V0,s/z

2
R. Since zR =

πw2
0/λLas, and typically the spot waist is of the order,

w0 ∼ λLas, the condition becomes, V0,p/w
2
p � V0,s/w

2
0.

Typically wp ∼ 500µm is three orders of magnitude
larger than w0 ∼ 500 nm. The pancake depth is of simi-
lar order, 1µK vs 500 nK. Thus the condition V0,p/w

2
p �

V0,s/w
2
0 is well satisfied and we can neglect the pancake

in the following.

The ground-state orbital has characteristic length-
scales lxy in the plane of the pancake and lz out of plane.

The lengthscale within the plane is,

lxy =

√
~

Mωxy
=

(
~w0

2
√
MV0,s

)1/2

. (22)

If V0,p is small relative to V0,s, then the lengthscale out
of plane is,

lz =

√
~

Mωz
=

(
~zR√
2MV0,s

)1/2

. (23)

We require that there are well localized bound states,
such that the harmonic oscillator is a good approximation
to the actual states. For a state to be bound within the
spot, we require that,

lz � zR (24)

and

lxy � w0. (25)

Substituting for ωxy and ωz from Eqns. 19 and 20 (as-
suming that V0,p = 0 in the latter case), and rearranging,
we see that,

zR �
~√

2MV0,s
(26)

and

w0 �
~

2
√
MV0,s

(27)

Up to a numerical factor, a similar expression can be
derived by considering whether the lowest energy state
of the harmonic oscillator is above the rim of the spot
potential, ~ωz, ~ωxy � V0,s.

This analysis requires that the spot potentials are suffi-
ciently well separated that neighboring spots do not con-
tribute to the harmonic oscillator frequency. If nearest-
neighbor (nn) spots are included in the Taylor expansion,
the second-order term for the potential in the plane be-
comes,

V
(nn)
HO =

2V0,s
w2

0

[
1 + e−2a

2/w2
0

(
1− 4a2

w2
0

)]
|r‖|2 (28)

where a is the distance between the spots. Thus, the ef-
fect of neighboring spots on the harmonic oscillator fre-
quency can be neglected if

e−2a
2/w2

0

(
1− 4a2

w2
0

)
� 1. (29)

This condition is plotted in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
corrections to the harmonic oscillator frequency are negli-
gible until w0/a ∼ 0.45. This condition can be combined
with Eqn. 25 to obtain,

lxy � w0 . 0.45a. (30)
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FIG. 3. Correction to ωxy given by Eqn. 29. Corrections are
negligible until w0/a ∼ 0.45.

C. Hopping

A goal here is to derive analytic expressions for con-
venient estimation of the Hubbard parameters. We now
apply the approximation of deep potentials to determin-
ing the hopping and Hubbard U . Replacing the Wannier
functions, Φ with ΦHO we obtain,

Ĥ0 ≈
∑
n

(Knn + Tnn)c†n,σcn,σ (31)

+
∑
n6=m

c†n,σcm,σ(Knm + Tnm) (32)

with

Tnm =〈ΦHO,n|
∑
l

Vspot,l(r
‖, z)|ΦHO,m〉. (33)

(again noting the shorthand defined in Eqn. 7 for spots
centered about site R‖

l ) and

Knm = 〈ΦHO,n| −
~2

2M
∇2|ΦHO,m〉 (34)

Note that the sum in Eqn. 33 is over all sites.

To make the calculation of Tnm more amenable to an-
alytic calculations we make a series of approximations.
These take advantage of the exponentially decreasing tail
of ΦHO(r) on all axes and Vspot,i(r

‖, z), within the xy-
plane [29]. Thus, the sum in the xy-plane in Eqn. 33
can be truncated to the spots located at sites at the be-
ginning and end of the hop. This truncation is a good
approximation since: (1) Vspot(r) drops off exponentially
in space and therefore the potentials associated with sites
far from the initial and final sites in the hop are weak,
and (2) the Gaussian wavefunctions associated with the
harmonic oscillator tend to zero rapidly with distance,

further reducing the contribution of the potentials from
more distant lattice sites [30].

Following these considerations, the energy of the
ground state within a single spot is expected to be a
good approximation to the site local energy En in Eqn.
13, i.e.

En ≈ EHO,n = −Vn + ~(2ωxy,n + ωz,n)/2 (35)

We now turn our attention to the hopping. We break
up Tmn so that each term in the truncated potential sum
is treated separately, writing Tmn ≈ T ′mn + T ′nm. The
integrals T ′mn can be calculated from:

T ′nm =〈ΦHO,n|Vspot,m(r‖, z)|ΦHO,m〉 (36)

=

∫∫
d2r‖ dzVspot,m(r‖, z)

× Φ∗HO,n(r‖, z)ΦHO,m(r‖, z). (37)

We select the intersite vector relevant to this hopping
term to lie along the x-axis such that a = ai. Since the
spot potentials may be different on sites m and n it is
generally the case that T ′mn 6= T ′nm

We then note that the potential far from the xy-plane
does not contribute strongly to the integral in Eqn. 37,
especially if the potential is deep and the atoms are well
confined to the xy-plane. Therefore, we Taylor expand
Vspot(r

‖, z) along the z-direction to second order. We
shall call the approximate potential generated by this
expansion Ṽ (r‖, z); z-integrals for any of the terms that
are generated in this way are straightforward to carry
out. The Taylor expansion in z is a good approximation if
lz < zR, which will be true if the potential is sufficiently
deep. The expanded potential has the form,

Ṽ (r‖, z) = −V0,s exp

(
−2|r‖|2

w2
0

)(
1− z2

z2R

(
1− 2|r‖|2

w2
0

))
.

(38)
Once these simplifications have been made, T ′nm has

the following form:

T ′nm ≈
∫∫

d2r‖ dzṼm(r‖, z)

× Φ∗HO,n(r‖, z)ΦHO,m(r‖, z). (39)

To demonstrate the quality of the approximation, we
plot the integrands of Eqns. 33 and 39 within the xz-
plane in Figs. 4 and 5 for two different values of w0/a.
For w0/a = 0.15 (Fig. 4) the residual between the two
integrands is not visible at the resolution of the color
scale. When w0/a = 0.3 (Fig. 5) a tiny difference can be
made out.

Thus, the hopping term has been rewritten in terms
of standard Gaussian integrals. Such integrals have been
studied extensively (see e.g. [31]). We proceed by in-
tegrating in the order z-axis, y-axis, and finally x-axis.
The resulting expression is,
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T ′nm = −
2M1/2V

3/8
n V

11/8
m w

1/2
n w

3/2
m z

1/4
n exp

(
−a

2√MVn(2~+wm

√
MVm)

~(2~wn+wm

√
MW)

)
z
3/4
m Z3/2

(
2~wn + wm

√
MW

)3 (40)

×

[
~wmzn

(
wm

√
M
(

2a2Vn −W 2
)
− 2~wnW

)
+ ~wnzmZ

√
32

(
wmW

√
M + ~wn

)
+
√

2Mw2
mzmW

2Z

]

where Vn and Vm denote the spot depth V0,s on sites n and m, respectively; wn and wm denote the spot waist w0

on sites n and m, respectively; and zn and zm denote the Rayleigh length on sites n and m, respectively. We also
define, Z = (

√
Vnzm +

√
Vmzn) and W = (

√
Vnwm +

√
Vmwn).

The overlap integral of the kinetic energy operator is found to be,

Knm =
2(VnVm)7/8(znzm)1/4

√
wnwm

M1/2W 3Z3/2

(
~
(
W 2 + ZW

√
8
)
− a2Z

√
8MVmVn

)
e−

a2√
MVnVm
~W (41)

From these, the hopping is constructed as,

tnm = −(Knm + T ′nm + T ′mn). (42)

We can then determine the large V0,s (deep potential) behavior of these expressions, noting that Z and W are

proportional to
√
V0,s, the third term in Eqn. 40 and second term of Eqn. 41 dominate at large V0,s. Therefore, the

hopping is,

tdeep,nm =
23/2
√

wnwm(VnVm)3/8 4
√
znzme

− a2√
MVnVm
~W

W 3Z1/2

(
2a2VnVm + (Vn + Vm)W 2

)
(43)

This is the key result of this paper. The hopping is very
important because it sets the timescales of the quantum
simulator, and is less easily tuned than the Hubbard U .
The hopping is sensitive to the width, depth and the
Rayleigh length associated with spots at the start and
end of the hop

This can be rewritten by substituting the zR values to
obtain,

tdeep,nm =
23/2wnwm(VnVm)3/8e−

a2√
MVnVm
~W

W 3W̄ 1/2

×

(
2a2VnVm + (Vn + Vm)W 2

)
(44)

where W̄ =
√
Vnw2

m +
√
Vmw2

n.
In the event that sites n and m have the same depth

and width, the hopping simplifies further, such that,

tdeep =

(
2 +

a2

2w2
0

)
V0,s exp

(
−
a2
√
MV0,s

2~w0

)
(45)

We note that this expression does not depend on zR(=
πw2

0/λLas). Eqn. 45 has a similar structure to hopping in
simple sinusoidal lattices [8]. A semi-analytic expression
based upon hopping in sinusoidal lattices was used to fit

to the hopping by Wall et al. [25]. The key difference
here is that our expression shows the dependence of hop-
ping on the key optical lattice parameters, w0 and V0,s,
whereas the fit in Ref. [25] is for a single set of param-
eters. Furthermore, Eqn. 43 allows for cases where dif-
ferent sites represent different atom types in a material,
which therefore have different w0, V0,s and zR to repre-
sent different nuclear potentials. In contrast to similar
expressions for sinusoidal lattices (see e.g. Ref. [8]), the
hopping depends on both lattice spacing and spot prop-
erties. We are not aware of any expressions similar to
Eqn. 43 in the literature.

D. Hubbard U

The Hubbard U is a critical part of the quantum sim-
ulator, since it controls the level of interaction between
atoms, thus making the quantum simulation non-trivial.
The most interesting regime of Hubbard models occurs
when the magnitude of U ∼ t, and so control over U is
extremely important. In this section, we derive an ap-
proximation for the Hubbard U in the case that the spot
potentials are deep.

Starting from Eqn. 17, we note that, since atoms
are well localized to optical lattice sites, this integral is
largest if the site indices are shared. The biggest of these
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FIG. 4. (color online) Comparison of integrand and approx-
imate integrand for computing Tmn, when w0/a = 0.15,
V0,s = 8~2/2Ma2, zR = a. Integrand corresponding to: Eqn.
33 (integrand full); T ′

mn + T ′
nm with lattice potential only

at initial and final hopping sites, consistent with Eqn. 37
(integrand); T ′

mn + T ′
nm with the approximations in Eqn.

39 (approximation). The bottom panel shows the difference
between the full and approximate integrands, which is small
(residual).
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FIG. 5. (color online) As Fig. 4, with w0/a = 0.3, V0,s =
8~2/2Ma2, zR = a. The residual between the full and ap-
proximate integrands is tiny.

are expected to be the Hubbard coefficients, Unm, which
can be determined using the expression[8].

Unm,Fesh = g

∫
Φ2

n(r‖, z)Φ2
m(r‖, z)d2r‖dz (46)

note that the factor 1/2 in Eqn. 17 canceled due to count-
ing of pairwise interactions in both directions. Again
note that in our compact notation, the subscripts m and

n are centered about R‖
m and R‖

n respectively. Here we
have combined the Hubbard terms into a single function,
Unm,Fesh. As before, integrals within and perpendicular
to the pancake are separated due to the asymmetry of
the potential. We shall refer to g = 4π~2as/2M as the
interaction coupling constant, which represents the mag-
nitude of the interaction mediated by the Feshbach reso-
nance; as = abg(1−∆B/(B−B0)) is the scattering length
in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance (for fermionic,
6Li, the s-wave scattering length is abg ≈ 2.9 nm and
for fermionic 40K, abg ≈ 5.5 nm); B is magnetic field;
and ∆B is the width of the Feshbach resonance. This
expression allows for the possibility that different sites
have different depths and waists.

We make the approximation,

Unm,Fesh ≈ g
∫

Φ2
HO,n(r‖, z)Φ2

HO,m(r‖, z)d2r‖dz (47)

This integral can be evaluated to obtain the expression,

U
(HO)
nm,Fesh = g

(MVnVm)
3/4

25/4

WZ1/2π3/2~3/2
e−2

√
MVnVm|R‖

nm|2
W~ .

(48)
Intersite U will be small unless wavefunctions over-

lap strongly between sites. Overlap of wavefunctions will
only occur if sites are very close together (within the
lengthscale lxy). Normally, the intersite Hubbard U will
be negligible and it will be sufficient to consider the onsite
Hubbard U , where R‖

nm = 0. Dressed Rydberg atoms
could be used to generate large intersite interactions.

The onsite Hubbard U is,

U
(HO)
nn,Fesh = g

M3/4V
3/4
n

21/4wnz
1/2
n π3/2~3/2

, (49)

or alternatively,

U
(HO)
nn

g
=
V

3/4
n M3/4λ

1/2
Las

21/4π2~3/2w2
n

(50)

where the expression depends on zR and therefore λLas.
This is the second key result in the paper. There is a

similar V 3/4 functional form to the Hubbard U in sinu-
soidal lattices, and the V 3/4 dependence has been noted
by Wall et al. [25], without detailed prefactors giving the
dependence on w0 and zR. The absolute magnitude of
the Hubbard U is very important for interaction, but is
less important than the hopping in quantum simulator
design, since U is easily tuned by varying the magnetic
field through the Feshbach resonance. However, the rela-
tive sizes of the Hubbard U interactions on different sites
is important for quantum simulator design, and so know-
ing the dependence of Eqn. 49 on w0 and zR is essential.

E. Tuneability

Equations 45 and 49 show how painted potentials can
be used for quantum simulations of strongly correlated
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Hamiltonians. There are several ways of tuning the rela-
tive interaction strength:

1. In the same way as Mott–Hubbard simulators using
sinusoidal potentials by changing V0,s or tuning the
Feshbach resonance.

2. By modifying the intersite distance a, which can be
tuned without changing the laser frequency.

3. By modifying the spot width of the optical tweez-
ers, w0.

4. By modifying the laser frequency, λLas (although
this is difficult in practice).

We show examples of this tunability in Figs. 6 and 7.
To set the energy scale, we have set ~ = M = a = 1, so
units of the hopping and Hubbard U are ~2/Ma2.

The effect of different spot depths and widths on initial
and final sites of a hop is shown in Fig. 6. Comparison
of panels (a) and (d) shows that hopping is not strongly
dependent on zR. In contrast, comparison of panels (d)
and (g) shows how halving w0 leads to a significant de-
crease in the hopping rate. Panels (a), (b), and (c) show
the effect of increasing the depth of one spot relative
to another when spot width is unchanged (which effec-
tively scales the x axis). Panels (e), (h), and (i) show
the counter-intuitive result that modifying the ratios of
spot depths can lead to a small increase in hopping when
other spot parameters are not identical. T ′nm is typi-
cally small, with largest values for the largest ratios of
spot depths. While spots have to be very deep to recover
large V0,s behavior to high accuracy, the large V0,s be-
havior can be used as an estimate of the full expression
for hopping. Agreement improves for narrower w0 and
also as the difference between the spot depths increases.
We also suggest that since T ′nm is small for much of the
parameter space, the slightly more complicated expres-
sion for Knm (Eq. 41) could be used to approximate the
hopping for wide ranges of the parameter space.

With g = 1 the Hubbard U has the magnitude of a few
t, as can be seen in Fig. 7. The Hubbard U increases with
V0,s; g is highly tunable, and can be used to decrease or
increase U as required to access regions of experimental
interest. The Hubbard U depends on zR and w0, so these
can also be used to tune the interaction.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we estimate parameters for an exper-
imental quantum simulator. We select 6Li as a suitable
fermionic atom which has been widely used in cold-atom
experiments. Details of the Feshbach resonances in this
atomic system can be found in Ref. [32].

To control the quantum simulator, it is possible to tune
V0,s, w0, and a. The values of wp are not used to tune
parameters. We do not count λLas as a (convenient) way
of tuning the properties of the optical lattice. While it

can be varied, its value is limited by the transitions that
form the dipole potential according to Eqn. 6, which in
turn are dictated by the type of atoms we are using.

The strong D1 and D2 transitions in 6Li have a sat-
uration intensity ISat = 25.4 W m−2, linewidth Γ =
2π×5.87×106 s−1, and closely separated wavelengths of
λD1 = 670.979 nm and λD2 = 670.977 nm respectively.
With these parameters, an 852 nm laser (red detuned
from the D1 and D2 transitions) focused to a spot size of
0.7µm will achieve a trap depth of 110 nKµW−1. Thus
typical ∼ 100mW lasers can produce thousands of traps
with a depth 400–1000 nK.

Such trapping potentials are demanding. In this work,
we assume that the spot sizes are produced by low-
abberation (i.e. spherical abberations), diffraction lim-
ited set ups as pioneered in Ref. [33], where an 852 nm
laser was focused to 0.9µm using a high quality aspheric
lens with a numerical aperture of 0.5. More recent work
improved upon these conditions by moving the lens much
closer to the atoms and using a considerably higher nu-
merical aperture (NA) [34]. Recent work has improved
spot width to better than 500nm [35].

The hopping (tunneling) rate between sites is calcu-
lated in Fig. 8 for three different trap depths (labeled
with their equivalent temperatures) and two different
spot sizes, with the hopping rate expressed in Hz. The
exponential terms in the hopping lead to rapid increases
in t between w0/a = 0.25 and w0/a = 0.3 depending on
the depth of the spot potentials. Hopping rates of a few
hundred Hz are consistent with those of optical lattices
formed from sinusoidal potentials.

Now we turn to a discussion of sources of decoher-
ence in this system. The trapping lasers are a source
of heating for experiments such as these. The trapped
atoms scatter photons from the far-detuned trap lasers
at a rate RS = Γ(Ω/2δ)2, where, in terms of the laser In-
tensity ILas, the Rabi frequency squared is expressed as
Ω2 = Γ2ILas(r)/2ISat. On average, each scattering event
is associated with a recoil energy ER = (h/a)2/2M , so

the heating rate can be estimated as ĖHeat = ERRS.
For the parameters typical of this work, we have ER =
1.59/a2 µK (where a has units of µm). The heating is
due to the cumulative effect of the lattice and pancake
potentials. We assume that a suitable pancake would
be realized using a 852 nm laser focused to make a pan-
cake shape with beam waists of 500µm and 10µm. With
these parameters, a 100 mW laser will create an opti-
cal pancake of depth 1.1 µK and ωc,z ∼ 2π × 1.2 kHz;
when a = w0/0.35 = 2µm, we estimate the heating
rate from the pancake beam is 3.52 nK s−1. For lat-
tice potential with spot size w0 = 0.7 µm and spot depth
V0,s/kB = 750nK, the heating rate is 2.42 nK s−1.

Finally, we comment on another potential source of de-
coherence, which is the possibility of dissociation caused
by tuning the Hubbard U using Feshbach resonances as
outlined in subsection III D. Dissociation occurs when
the scattering length is about the same size as the mean
inter-particle spacing. In general, it is desirable to
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FIG. 6. Variation of the hopping, t, with w0, zR, and V0,s. For the calculations we set M = 1, a = 1, ~ = 1 leading to results
with the units ~2/2Ma2. A wide range of hopping parameters can be achieved by modifying the spot properties.

achieve U ∼ t and in this paper, we have found that
t is of order 10–100 Hz. For a cold gas at a temperature
of 100 nK, and lattice spot-size w0 = 0.7 µm, a doubly
occupied site has U ∼ 90 Hz, and so the degree of tun-
ing required to achieve U = t would lead to a maximum
as ∼ 10abg = 0.024 µm, two orders of magnitude smaller
than the interparticle spacing which is of order of the
lattice spacing ∼ 1 µm. abg is defined in Sec. III D.

We also note that it is possible to simulate Bose–
Hubbard models by changing 6Li for low-mass bosonic
atoms (e.g. 7Li or even metastable helium [36]).

V. EXEMPLAR SYSTEM: IONIC HUBBARD
MODELS

In this section, we discuss how painted potentials can
be used to implement the full parameter range of the
ionic Hubbard model, thus opening up previously inac-

cessible parameter regimes. The ionic Hubbard model
[37] offers a more realistic view of insulating behavior
in strongly correlated systems where the insulating state
has aspects of both band and Mott insulators. Under
specific parameter regimes of the ionic Hubbard model,
a charge transfer insulator may also be realized. Such
charge transfer insulators [38] are distinct from Mott in-
sulators, and to our knowledge not studied within the
context of quantum simulators. We can show here that
it is possible to implement an ionic Hubbard model using
programmable potentials. The key utility of the painted
potential setup is the ability to independently control the
Hubbard U and site energies on different sites allowing
the quantum simulation of parameter regimes that are
currently not accessible experimentally. It has also been
suggested that the ionic Hubbard model contains some
of the key physics of the cuprate superconductors.

In its most general form, the ionic Hubbard model has
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TABLE I. Summary of the quantum simulator and correspondence with condensed matter systems. Items marked with a dash
are not possible using optical lattices formed with purely counterpropagating laser beams.

quantum simulator condensed matter

fermion fermionic atom, e.g. 40K / 6Li electron

lattice potential; origin: painted spot potential counterpropagating laser beams nuclear potential

form: (Gaussian) (sinusoidal) (1/r)

Hubbard U ; origin: Feshbach resonance Feshbach resonance Coulomb repulsion

site scale tuning: individual spot depth and width - impurities

lattice scale tuning: global spot depth and width lattice depth pressure

hopping, t; origin: QM tunneling QM tunneling QM tunneling

site scale tuning: individual spot depth and width - impurities

lattice scale tuning: spot spacing lattice depth pressure
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FIG. 7. Variation of the Hubbard U with w0/a and zR/a.
For the calculations we set g = 1, M = 1, a = 1, ~ = 1 leading
to results with the units ~2/2Ma2. For g = 1, the Hubbard
U has a magnitude of a few t. U scales linearly with g, so is
easily tuned by changing the magnetic field associated with
the Feshbach resonance.

the Hamiltonian,

H =− t
∑
〈mn〉σ

(c†mcn + H.c.) (51)

+ UA
∑
n∈A

nn↑nn↓ + UB
∑
n∈B

nn↑nn↓

+ εA
∑
n∈A

(nn↑ + nn↓) + εB
∑
n∈B

(nn↑ + nn↓)

where, |εA − εB | = 2∆ [39]. A and B refer to the two
sub-lattices of a bipartite lattice. The limits of the ionic
Hubbard model allow both band insulators (∆ � U, t)
and Mott insulators (U � ∆, t) to be investigated at half
filling, thus the transition or crossover between band and
Mott insulators can be investigated. Often the model is
investigated with UA = UB = U , however independent
control over the Hubbard U values on the two types of
sites is key to a full exploration of the parameter space
[37]. In particular, a full exploration of the onset of a
charge transfer gap in materials requires situations where

UA 6= UB , since the charge transfer gap opens when
UA � ∆ + UB/2 and the B sites are higher in energy
[40].

Painted potentials offer two key improvements over ex-
isting implementations (1) a wider range of lattice types
and (2) the ability to explore parameter regimes with
UA 6= UB where the physics is expected to be quali-
tatively different. It is possible to implement an ionic
Hubbard model on honeycomb lattices using counter-
propagating beams [41]. To our knowledge, the imple-
mentation in Ref. [41] is not generalizable beyond hon-
eycomb lattices, and we are not aware of any implemen-
tations of ionic Hubbard models on other lattice type.
The painted potential setup could trivially be used to
implement ionic Hubbard models on other lattice types.
However, there is a deeper issue with crossed beams re-
garding the independence of Hubbard U that can be fixed
using painted potentials: with the ability to control the
width of the potential well in programmable potential
systems, the Hubbard U values on different sublattices
can be controlled independently of the ∆.

Implementation of the ionic Hubbard model in painted
potentials is as follows: Painted potentials on any regular
bipartite lattice lead directly to a Hamiltonian with the
form of Eqn. 51, with εA ≈ −VA, and εB ≈ −VB . Since g
controls the strength of U , then it is the relative strength
of the U values that is important. Commonly, the model
with UA = UB is required. In that case, we require that
|VA|3/4/w2

A = |VB |3/4/w2
B . Also, we have that VB−VA =

2∆ = εA − εB , leading to the constraint wB = wA(1 −
2∆/VA)−3/8.

The spot width in painted potential systems need
not be constrained, and this gives independent con-
trol over the Hubbard U , allowing access to parameter
regimes not currently accessible [41]. The ratio of the
Hubbard U on sites A and B is given by UA/UB =
(VA/VB)3/4/(wA/wB)2. In the following, we set the
width of spots in the A sublattice as either 500 nm or
700 nm consistent with accessible experimental regimes.
Spots in the B sub-lattice are taken to be wider than the
spots in the A sub-lattice. For maximum hopping, we
require that wB = 0.45a, so the ratio of the spot widths
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FIG. 8. Hopping vs w0/a calculated using Eqn. (43), for an array of identical Gaussian traps of spot size (a) w0 = 0.5 µm (b)
w0 = 0.7 µm, and trap depths V0,s = 400 nK,V0,s = 700 nK and V0,s = 1000 nK.

FIG. 9. Parameter space of the ionic Hubbard model when wn = 500nm and (VA + VB)/2 = 400nK. All key parts of the
parameter space can be accessed: UA/UB ranges from ∼ 0.5 to ∼ 5, its inverse UB/UA ranges from ∼ 0.2 to ∼ 2 and |∆|/t
ranges between 0 and ∼ 5 for the parameter ranges shown.

and the specific wA set the interspot distance. It is then
possible to control the parameter space of the ionic Hub-
bard model through the difference VA−VB and the ratio
wA/wB .

Parameter regimes inaccessible within experiments us-
ing counter-propagating beams can be explored using
painted potentials. Figures 9 and 10 show the param-
eters of the ionic Hubbard model in a painted potential
quantum simulator. When wn = 500nm, all key parts

of the parameter space can be accessed. UA/UB ranges
from ∼ 0.5 to ∼ 5, its inverse UB/UA ranges from ∼ 0.2
to ∼ 2 and |∆|/t ranges between 0 and ∼ 5 for the pa-
rameter ranges shown.

Similar ranges of ∆/t can be explored when wn =
700 nm, although hopping is smaller and a reduced range
of Hubbard U ratios can be explored compared to the
case with wn = 500 nm.

Painted potential versions of Hubbard models also have
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FIG. 10. As Fig. 9, but with wn = 700nm. Similar ranges of ∆/t can be explored, although hopping is smaller and a reduced
range of Hubbard U ratios can be explored compared to the case with wn = 500nm.

the potential to open up entirely new parameter space of
ionic Hubbard models to represent the building blocks
of cuprate superconductors. We note that a three-band
ionic Hubbard model has been proposed to represent
CuO plaquettes in cuprate superconductors [42]. The
values of the hubbard U on Cu and O site are believed
to be on the order of UO ∼ 3− 5eV and UCu ∼ 6− 10eV .
The hopping, tCu−O ∼ 1 − 1.5eV and the difference be-
tween energies of Cu and O sites, ∆ ∼ 1eV [42–44]. A
quantum simulator with ∆/t ∼ 1 and UA/UB ∼ 2 can be
achieved using wA = 500nm, wB ∼ wA, VB−VA ∼ 5kHz,
(VA + VB)/2 ∼ 400nK. A high value of hopping of or-
der 3000kHz is also found using these parameters. Thus,
we predict that painted potentials open up new param-
eter regimes in ionic Hubbard models, including those
on previously unexplored Bravais lattices, and also those
representing systems of contemporary interest such as
cuprates for which quantum simulation would provide
new insight into insulating and superconducting regimes.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have derived expressions for the non-
trivial Hubbard models resulting from painted potentials,
and have shown how programmable potentials can open
up new parameter regimes in ionic Hubbard models, in-
cluding those on idealized lattices and for systems of con-
temporary interest such as cuprates. We allow different
lattice sites to have different depths, widths and Rayleigh
lengths, consistent with arbitrary basis or impurity prob-

(a)

(d)(c)

(b)

FIG. 11. (color online) Examples of systems that either re-
quire or would benefit from a painted-potential approach.

lems. Key results are the hopping,

tdeep,nm =
23/2wnwm(VnVm)3/8e−

a2√
MVnVm
~W

W 3W̄ 1/2

×

(
2a2VnVm + (Vn + Vm)W 2

)

and Hubbard U ,

U
(HO)
nm,Fesh = g

(MVnVm)
3/4

25/4

WZ1/2π3/2~3/2
e−2

√
MVnVm|R‖

nm|2
W~ .

We note that these expressions would also be valid for
bosons and Bose–Hubbard models.
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Table I summarizes the components of the painted
potential quantum simulator, and their correspondences
with quantum simulators formed using sinusoidal opti-
cal lattices and condensed matter systems. A number
of things are possible in painted potential systems that
are not possible in purely sinusoidal lattices, particularly
on a local (site) scale. Also, there are several additional
ways to tune such a quantum simulator by changing spot
depth, width, and spacing independently, that can open
new parameter regimes in extensions to Hubbard models,
such as the ionic Hubbard model.

The ability to tune Hamiltonian parameters on the
scale of individual sites means that painted potentials can
be used for quantum simulation of non-trivial Hubbard
models. Complicated geometries can be implemented,
with site-dependent Hubbard U values. In this way,
painted potentials can be thought of as a toolkit for the
convenient implementation of custom models of strong
correlation.

Problems that would benefit from the flexibility of the
painted-potential approach fall broadly into two cate-
gories: systems where translational symmetry is broken,
and systems with a complicated basis. Figure 11 shows
examples of condensed-matter problems that either re-
quire or would benefit from a painted-potential quantum
simulator.

Defects and domain boundaries break translational
symmetry and are therefore impossible to implement
using only counterpropagating beams. The schematic
in Figure 11(a) shows a Kondo-like defect in a one-
dimensional chain (similar states can also be realised in
two dimensions). For the quantum simulation of such
systems, separate control over the defect site and the
lattice is needed. Domain boundaries, e.g. highlighted in
the dashed box on panel (b), are of interest in the study
of the robustness of topological edge states. Again, loss
of translational symmetry means such states are impossi-
ble to implement using only counter-propagating beams.
From a condensed matter perspective, defects and impu-
rities lead to qualitative changes in physics, such as the
Kondo effect.

Lattices with complicated geometry are very chal-
lenging to implement with counter-propagating beams.

Topological states often occur in the vicinity of Dirac
states, which may be found in bipartite lattices such as
those in panels (c) and (d). Two-dimensional materials
such as IV-VI semiconductors (similar to graphene) have
topological insulator states. Such lattices are highly chal-
lenging to implement using counter-propagating beams
[45]. We expect better control using painted poten-
tials. Cuprate superconductors are examples of low-
dimensional systems with a unit cell containing a basis,
in this case CuO2 plaquettes. Studying such plaquettes
requires a complicated 3-site basis in the unit cell, and
independent control over Hubbard parameters of individ-
ual sites/bands which would be extremely challenging to
control with counterpropagating beams. The multiple in-
teracting bands that emerge are non-trivial, and an inter-
esting direction for future study, particularly considering
the high level of debate regarding the origins of cuprate
superconductivity in the condensed matter community.

As a concrete example, we have shown how painted
potentials open new parameter regimes to allow band,
Mott and charge transfer insulator regimes to be inves-
tigated in ionic Hubbard models, which make them of
interest for quantum simulations of many contemporary
condensed matter systems such as cuprates. There is a
high level of control within the painted potential system.
A key difference is that the Hubbard U ratio between
sites A and B can be modified independently. To our
knowledge, the parameter space of the ionic Hubbard
model with different U has not previously been avail-
able in experiments. This allows the possibility of more
complex systems, such as a Hubbard model with three
site basis representing the cuprates. Further work will
provide specific details for other systems of interest for
which painted potentials can be used to make quantum
simulators.
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Appendix: Notation

In Table II, we provide a summary of all symbols used
in this paper, to assist with the extensive notation.
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TABLE II. Summary of notation.

Optical lattice parameters Atom and laser parameters

a intersite distance B applied magnetic field

n,m site indices ∆B width of Feshbach resonance

V0,s magnitude of spot potential Γ transition lifetime

w0 spot waist ω0 transition frequency

wn,wm spot waist on sites n,m λ0 transition wavelength

w̄(z) spatial dependence of waist λD1, λD2 D1 and D2 transition wavelengths

zR Rayleigh length δ detuning from transition

zn, zm Rayleigh length on sites n,m I(r) laser intensity

wp pancake waist Isat saturation intensity

Vpan(z) pancake potential P laser power

Vspot,i(r
‖, z) spot potential M atom mass

Ṽ (r‖, z) z-axis Taylor expanded lattice potential g interaction coupling constant

Vsite(r‖, z) all-axis Taylor expanded lattice potential λLas laser wavelength

V0,p magnitude of pancake potential abg s-wave scattering length

Vn, Vm magnitude of spot potential on sites n,m as scattering length near Feshbach resonance

ER recoil energy

Hubbard Hamiltonian parameters Coordinates

tmn Hopping r‖ vector in plane of pancake

U Hubbard U R‖ spot positions in plane of pancake

UFesh Hubbard U derived from Feshbach resonance x,y spatial coordinates in plane of pancake

Em,HO energy of isolated site m z spatial coordinate perpendicular to pancake

Tmn overlap integral for spot potential

tdeep hopping in deep well limit

U (HO) Hubbard U in the deep well limit

∆ Site energy difference in ionic Hubbard model


